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Abstract

For centuries, artists have used several of mediums or materials as a tool for connecting themselves with their idea. However, in the early twentieth century, electronic technological medium such as light and electronic motor, video and computer begins adopted by artists in their art practices. With the rapid development in electronic technology, it has increased opportunities for artists to link to their idea. Besides that, the evolution of video technology and computer technology also has allowed various possibilities for artists to explore the new approach and practice in art. Therefore, as accessibility and understanding of electronic technological media grows, it becomes widespread and increasingly helpful in the latest developments in contemporary art practices. The application of electronic technological medium becomes a common art tool and medium in their art practices. It considers a mediator for bridging between artists and their conceptual idea. This paper will discuss the situation on the application of electronic technology as a tool for connecting the artistic idea. It indirectly emphasises on the function and purpose, which emerges from the situation. The study also will outline the significant factor carried out from the application of electronic technology in art practices.
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